
 
 

INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

 

What is Energy Management? 
 
What is energy management? Basically, your energy state is how relaxed or activated you are, or your level of 
physical and mental arousal. It’s the level of emotional “high” or “low” between two ends of a spectrum that 
extends from deep sleep to extreme anxiety. It’s the physical and mental readiness state of an athlete at any 
given time. There is a preferred Energy Target Range (ETR) for every individual that can, and does, change 
depending on the situational goals, emotional attachment, and value or importance of the current event or 
challenge to the individual.  
 
You have an emotional “temperature" range in which you function at your best. This includes all activities you 
do but is most important during training and especially, competition. In other words, there is an energy state 
in which you have the most potential to compete successfully. This state is a range and differs for everyone. 
Arousal regulation includes techniques to regulate that emotional temperature and adjust it to an optimal 
range when it is too high or too low. These techniques include ways to relax as well as ways to activate your 
mental, physical, and emotional energies. 

Components of Energy Management 
 
Controlling your arousal level can be the difference between success and failure at a competition.  To know if 
you have good arousal regulation skills think about these three areas: 
 

• What is your ‘Right’ Level?  As noted above every athlete has a range of activation that is most 
effective for that individual. Successful competition performance is often decided by the proper control 
of an athlete’s arousal. Too low, and you may not have the intensity you need to be competitive.  Too 
high, and you may be too amped to perform at an effective level. Additionally, different sports have 
different energy requirements. The explosive force needed by a power lifter is very different than what 
a gymnast needs while on the balance beam. At the most basic level, you cannot perform at your 
potential without enough energy, just as a car will not run without gas, a television play a program 
without electricity, or an MP3 player play without batteries.  Athletes must have good stores of energy 
and they must use them wisely.  On the other hand, you don’t want to have so much energy that you 
are out of control.  It is a tough situation to see a talented athlete fall in the first stages of a 
competition because they were too aggressively energized to execute basic control skills. 

 
• What influences the Energy Range? It is a common problem that many athletes perform well below 

their ability level in competitions. Why are these athletes so skilled in practice and then make so many 
mistakes during competition? One reason is that practice and competition are fundamentally different 
in at least one aspect, arousal level. Competition outcomes are often much more important to the 
athlete than practice outcomes and as such cause greater stress. Stress affects arousal levels often in a 
negative way. The perceived value of the outcome, expectations, self-confidence, and the individual’s 
acceptance, or non-acceptance of the challenges faced in competition affect energy levels. Physical 
readiness certainly has an impact on energy levels. Without proper rest and recovery and good 
nutrition the ability to harness energy resources will be impaired. 
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• Are you in control?  If you can identify your ETR can you achieve it on demand? Pressure is a real thing 
and most of us feel its presence before and during performance.  Mentally skilled athletes can perform 
despite that pressure. This is a skill that takes practice and experience.  Great athletes have quick 
control methods for adjusting their levels of arousal and operate in their personal ETR almost all of the 
time. 

 

Relaxation Response 
 
Remember as you seek means of regulating your energy level what the goal is. You are attempting to put 
yourself in a preferred “ Ideal Performance State” (IPS) in all major competitions. Part of the IPS is your 
Energy Target Range. The exercises in this section can lead to that ability. 
 

• These are acquired skills 
• They are built and get better with practice -- A LOT of practice 
• The more methods you have tried the more you can employ and the surer you can be that you have 

one that is right for you. Some may work better than others, depending on the situation. 
• Some are seemingly easy and simple, while others might seem complex 
• You may feel nothing at first 

 
Getting to the point of at-will invoking of a relaxed and ready energy state through the use of these skills can 
take 3-6 months of steady practice, depending on the skill. 
 
Look at how your self-pressure/anxiety shows itself 
 

 

• Does it start/is it usually manifested as primarily a physical response like weak legs, upset stomach, 
weak bladder, or a racing heart? 

• Or does it start/is it usually manifested as primarily a cognitive worry like anxiety or anxiousness? 
 
This will help you in choosing a preferred relaxation method    

• If it comes from your “muscle to your mind” you should look at a similar method like Progressive 
Muscle Relaxation. 

• If it comes from “mind to muscle” you might want to focus on Autogenics, a method that relies on the 
power of suggestions to effect conditions of the body. 

• Everyone can benefit from breathing awareness and breathing exercises 
 
Do not construe from the mind-muscle/muscle-mind distinction above that there is a separation between your 
body and your mind. The muscles and brain are one big interconnected system; the key is to identify where 
your self-pressure/anxiety originates within this single very complex organism. 
 
One method of practicing a Progressive Muscle Relaxation Exercise or an Autogenics acquisition session is to 
make a tape of yourself reading the exercise with the appropriate time sequencing and pause lengths, so you 
don’t have to read the book while attempting to perform the exercise. 
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Progressive Relaxation (PR) Techniques 
 
This exercise is one of the so-called “muscle to mind” relaxation methods where the muscle is the initiator of 
the action and the subsequent relaxation of the tensed muscle teaches the mind the feeling of a state of 
relaxation. The primary purpose of the exercise is to illustrate the difference between a state of muscular 
tension and that of the relaxed condition. A secondary goal is to create an awareness of all muscle groups. 
This will help in being able to achieve global body relaxation and help in being able to relax individual muscle 
groups.  
 
It was developed by a man named Jacobson in the 1930s, and is based on the idea that there is not a 
mind/body separation, the idea that a relaxed body can calm an anxious mind. An automatized ability to 
exploit this skill fully is a matter of practice and time. While the above two goals may be achieved in a matter 
of weeks, the third goal of developing the skill to rapidly relax and calm the body/mind in a pressure situation 
requires a long practice and utilization period in a variety of settings. 
 
Initially PR consists of a systematic contraction of the muscles of a particular muscle group or body part, the 
leg or legs for example, followed by a relaxation phase and the contemplation and learning of the difference 
between the two conditions. Gradually the contracted condition is phased out. Additionally, over time the 
relaxed condition can include larger and larger portions of the body until the entire body is in a relaxed state. 
The rate at which the progression to that final state is achieved is up to the individual’s acquisition rate and 
practice schedule. 
 
If this is to be practiced individually an audiotape is a great way to listen to the instructions without the 
distraction of reading or memory. If making a tape, be sure to leave the time brakes in to allow you to 
complete the exercise before the next instruction is given. 
 
As always it is good to begin the learning and acquisition phases in a comfortable place free from distractions. 
This allows for a passive awareness and it allows you to focus on the exercise. However, remember the goal. 
You want to be able to use the skill in competition. Gradually you must practice in different settings and 
conditions, particularly in practice and competition simulations.  
 
There are any number of sequences in which muscles are tensed and relaxed. You can go head to toe, arms-
legs-trunk-face, or toe to head. I use the latter because I like the mental image of tension draining out of the 
bottom of the feet throughout the exercise and in the final condition. 
 
The timing of the tension, flexed muscle phase, should be from 4-6 seconds and the relaxed phase from 8-12 
seconds in length. This can vary based on personal cadence preference but use enough time for the tension 
phase to achieve awareness and enough time to allow the relaxation phase to be completed. Larger muscle 
groups may be in tension longer than smaller groups. Do not hurt anyone. Those athletes with an injury or 
with stresses or muscle strains should be cautioned not to cause additional stress to those parts. This is 
especially true of lower back conditions. A script is provided in the athlete section to facilitate the practice of 
this skill. 
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Autogenics  
 
This exercise is one of the so-called “mind-to muscle” relaxation methods. It is essentially a series of self-
instruction commands given in a state of relaxation and passive awareness. It is practiced repeatedly for a 
series of weeks and months until the body accepts the direction automatically and produces the desired 
activation level on demand. Something like self-hypnosis this skill is very powerful and very effective for some 
athletes. A script is provided in the athlete section to facilitate the practice of this skill. 
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

 
 
 

• No one competes like they train. Competition and practice are fundamentally different. 
 

 
 

• ‘Energy’ is a physical and a mental construct. There is a mind-body connection. 
 

 
 

• Stress is a real sport phenomenon that deals with an individual’s perception of the importance of their 
performance in a particular event. The more perceived value to the individual = more pressure = more 
stressors present. 

 
 

 
• You do not have to be relaxed to perform under pressure; nerves and nervousness are ok. 

 
 
 

• Stress reactions can be controlled. You can manage your energy level. 
 

 
 

• Everyone has an “Energy Target Range” (ETR) in which they perform at their best. It is unique to the 
individual. 

 
 

 
• The ETR is a range, everything does not have to be, and seldom is, perfect. 
 

 
 

• A perfect activation level does not, in and of itself, guarantee a good performance. 
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ENERGY: EXERCISE # 1 

 

Arousal Regulation Exercise: Finding Correct Arousal Level 
 
Everyone have an Energy Target Range. Athletes are at a great advantage if they know what arousal level 
works best for them.  Over aroused athletes can become subject to nervousness, muscle tension, or can 
become too narrowly focused.  We have also seen athletes who simply can’t get fired up enough to focus all 
their energies on a performance.  According to Dan Gould, one of America’s leading performance experts, a 
good way to picture the correct arousal level is to use the example of a thermometer.  Too low, you may not 
be warmed up enough to compete at your best; too high, and you may not be able to focus enough on the job 
at hand.  
 
To figure out your ideal energy level think of some of your best and worst competitions.  Try your best to 
remember how your body felt before and during those performances. Rate your arousal level on a scale from 
1-10, one being the lowest arousal level and ten being the highest. What does a ‘5’ mean to you? Is it more or 
less desirable than an ‘8’? Perhaps you like activation toward the high end and are comfortable humming along 
at 8+. Or perhaps you need some peace and serenity to be ready to perform. 
 
 
 Muscle Tension Heart Rate Breathing Anxiety 

 
Best Performances 

 
    

 
Worst Performances 

 
    

 
    
Now, try to specifically remember times when you were too “amped’. Describe what your body felt like at that 
time. 
 
 
 
 

 
What does your body feel like when you are too ‘flat’ to train or compete? 
 
 
 
 

 
Now compare the differences. Is there a difference? This will provide some clues to establishing your optimal 
“Energy Target Range”. Since energy levels are important in deciding about optimal performance readiness 
this comparison will help you in performance plan design as well.  
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What do you think is your “Energy Target Range”? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How will you incorporate energy management into your routine to have an ‘Optimal Performance Readiness 
State”? 
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ENERGY: EXERCISE # 2 
 

Arousal Regulation Exercise: “Energy Target Range” or What Level of Arousal is Right for 
You? 
 
 
The first step is to identify your Energy Target Range (ETR). The following is adapted from Orlick (1986) and 
Gould (1990). It involves thinking about your mental, physical, and emotional states during your best and your 
worst performances. You need to recall in as much detail as possible how you felt, what you did, what you 
thought about, what your goals were, and what sort of energy you had in each of these conditions. Start with 
the performance that gave you the most satisfaction or that you are the most proud of. Compare that 
performance with other successes to identify general trends. If you have more than one most satisfying 
performance, identify the common feelings, thoughts, goals and energy among all the performances.  The 
following questions will serve as a guide. Expand on them so that you can to get as complete a picture of 
yourself as possible in the successful result condition. 
 
 
Then reverse the above process. Recall the competitions where nothing went right, the ones you would rather 
forget. This may be more difficult because you may have forgotten! Answer the questions again from this 
perspective.   
 
 
Now compare the two. This will give you an idea of which factors help and which factors hinder your 
performance. This knowledge will assist you in learning what to regulate and help you to identify the condition 
you would like to achieve when the starter says “Go”.  
 
 
There are three things to keep in mind. You should be introspective about your coming performances to see if 
your memory gave you the right information. You may need to make some adjustments. Don’t expect your 
ETR to be present every time you perform. It is a state you are trying to create. You have to deal with what 
you have on competition day. Finally, you should then throw the bad performance list away. You will not 
succeed if you dwell on bad performances. Take the lessons, evaluate the information, learn the lessons, and 
then move on.  
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Energy Reflections Exercise 
 
Date ______________________________ 
              
Name _____________________________ 
                
Team Status ________________________ 
 
Coach _____________________________ 
 
Section 1:  Best Competition Analysis  
  
Directions : Spend a few minutes thinking back to your best competitive performances over the past two 
seasons. Pick the best and review it in your memory before beginning (you may choose to review your two 
best performances). Try to bring it/them back in as much clarity as you can.  Answer the following questions 
dealing with your physical, mental, and emotional feelings.  Circle the number on a scale from 0 to 10 that 
corresponds most closely with your best memory of where you actually were, not where you wished you had 
been or where you think you should have been at the time of the event.  
 

Physical Energy 
No physical activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of physical activation 

(strong, powerful) 

Mental Energy 
No mental activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of mental readiness 

(excited, ready for the challenge) 

Composed 
Calm 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
“Uptight” 

Controlled 
Felt like events were 

controlling me 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
In complete control of the situation 

and myself 

Worry 
Very worried, afraid 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
No worries or apprehension 

Physically Warmed-up 
Cold, Tight 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
Loose and ready 

Confidence in Mental 
Readiness 
Some doubts 

 
 

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
 

Total confidence 
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Section 2:  Worst Competition Analysis  
  
Directions : Spend a few minutes thinking back to your poorest competition performances over the past two 
seasons. Pick the most disappointing or the two where you performed far below your expectations or 
potential. Review them in memory before beginning. Try to bring them back in as much clarity as you can. 
Answer the following questions dealing with your physical, mental, and emotional feelings. Circle the number 
on a scale from 0 to 10 that corresponds most closely with your best memory of where you actually were, not 
where you wished you had been or where you think you should have been at the time of the event. 

 

Physical Energy 
No physical activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of physical activation 

(strong, powerful) 

Mental Energy 
No mental activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of mental readiness 

(excited, ready for the challenge) 

Composed 
Calm 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
“Uptight” 

Controlled 
Felt like events were 

controlling me 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
In complete control of the situation 

and myself 

Worry 
Very worried, afraid 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
No worries or apprehension 

Physically Warmed-up 
Cold, Tight 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
Loose and ready 

Confidence in Mental 
Readiness 
Some doubts 

 
 

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
 

Total confidence 
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Section 3:  Best/Worst Comparison.  

 
Go back and compare the two different performances.  Seek the areas that are clearly different and may 
have contributed to the good performances and detracted from the poor performances. Now think of 
where you want to be, or where you should be in each of the dimensions and answer the questions below 
with that in mind. Each of these skills is individualized. Each individual has his or her own ETR. This 
exercise is designed to provide a starting point in your pursuit of composed, confident, consistently 
superior performances. 

  

Physical Energy 
No physical activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of physical activation 

(strong, powerful) 

Mental Energy 
No mental activation 

(flat, tired) 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
High level of mental readiness 

(excited, ready for the challenge) 

Composed 
Calm 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
“Uptight” 

Controlled 
Felt like events were 

controlling me 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
In complete control of the situation 

and myself 

Worry 
Very worried, afraid 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
No worries or apprehension 

Physically Warmed-up 
Cold, Tight 

 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
Loose and ready 

Confidence in Mental 
Readiness 
Some doubts 

 
 

0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 

 
 

Total confidence 

 
 

1. How much do you understand about the difference between learning skills and performing skills? 
 

 
 

 
2. How much do you trust that you will have your best performances on “big” race/competition days? 
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ENERGY: EXERCISE # 3 
 

Arousal Level Exercise: What Affects Your Energy Range? 
 
List things that drain your physical or emotional energy levels before/during training.  (Things that make you 
feel tired or flat before/during practice): 
 
 
 
 

 
List some things that charge you up before/during training (Feeling fired up, high energy, or psyched 
before/during practice): 
 
 
 
 

 
 
What keeps you from being ready to compete? What slows you down from your target emotional and physical 
energy range? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
What gets you ready to compete? What fires you up to your target emotional and physical energy range? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How much control do you have over regulating your range? If you need to work on methods of control there 
are several suggestions in this section. 
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ENERGY: EXERCISE # 4 
 

Gaining Control of Your Arousal Level—Breathing Exercise 
 
One of the simplest ways to control energy regulation is through breathing awareness and control. These 
kinds of exercises have been used by thousands of athletes, including Erik Schlopy of the USST Alpine 
Program, to quickly get control of energy levels. This exercise needs to be practiced (especially when you are 
feeling too nervous), in order to develop automatic control of your body in competition settings. This exercise 
can take as little as 10 seconds if practiced correctly.  
 
To Learn: 
 

• Get comfortable and assume a centered athletic stance. You can close your eyes if you wish. 
 
• Pay attention to your breathing.  Breath from your stomach, or think of getting air to the bottom of 

your lungs. This is called diaphragmatic breathing and is the best way to breathe to maximize a 
relaxation response of the body and mind.  

 
• After a minute take a deep breath while counting to four. Hold the breath for four seconds and then 

exhale.   
 

• As you exhale the first time say to yourself: “Relax”, or “In control” or “ I’m composed” or some other 
calming trigger word of your choice. 

 
• As you exhale the second time say to yourself: “Ready to go” or some other saying you choose. 

 
 
To Practice: 
 

• Take a deep diaphragmatic breath, while counting to four. Hold it for a count of four and then exhale 
forcefully, and repeat your trigger word 

 
• Take another deep diaphragmatic breath, hold it for a count of two and then exhale forcefully. Say to 

yourself your second affirming statement or word. 
 

• That’s it! Now practice. This technique can also be used in combination with calming images as 
described in the section on imagery. 
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ENERGY: EXERCISE # 5 
 
 

Gaining Control of Your Arousal Level—Activation or “Psych Up” Techniques 
 
For some athletes the issue is not relaxation, it’s that they get too relaxed and need to fire up! One of the 
candidates for the greatest American golfer, Jack Nicolas, found that he played his best while nervous. As he 
got further along in his career he found that one of his main problems was that it took more and more for him 
to develop a nervous tension during tournaments. Sometimes, you may need to get amped up before a 
competition. Try some of these athlete-tested psych up techniques: 
 
 
Motivational imagery, images with a lot of emotional symbolism can be particularly effective. Picturing yourself 
as a hero to your family and teammates can stimulate your energy level quickly. Some athletes pick images of 
animals or machines that symbolize power and strength or agility and grace. They then imagine themselves 
bringing these same attributes to their performance.  
 
 
Listening to fast-paced energizing music can be effective. Athletes have described having “my music” for 
energizing (and relaxing). Make sure you pick the right tune for the right job.   
 
 
The mind believes what you tell it. Remember, what you say to yourself matters. The use of high-energy cue 
words to remind yourself of how you want to feel can be very effective.  Words or phrases like, “I’m totally 
pumped,”  “I’m on fire,” “Wait till they see this!” etc. can be very effective in increasing your arousal level.   
 
 
Reliving past triumphs and successful performances can help to psych you up as well as inspire self-
confidence. However, be sure to give yourself time to return to a present focus before the start of competition. 
You don’t want to be in the past when it’s time to compete. 
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SELF-EVALUATION OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
 

Where am I Now?  Rating Your Own Arousal Regulation 
 
Rate each of the items listed below to assess your awareness and use of arousal regulation: 
 0 = Never   1 = Sometimes  2 = Almost Always 
 
Or when instructed to “Reverse Score” (RA): 
 2 = Almost Always  1 = Sometimes  0 = Never 
 
 

___  1.   I know the arousal level I need to perform at my best and how to get to that level. 
    

___  2.   I can complete training sessions effectively, even when tired. 
 

___  3.   I sometimes loose control of arousal in competitions (RA). 
 

___  4.   I can relax and calm myself quickly when needed. 
 

___  5.   I feel calm and ready for a coming competition. 
 

___  6.   I know how to quickly energize and raise my arousal level if I am flat and tired. 
 

___  7.   I use relaxation exercises to recover from workouts. 
 

___  8.   I listen to my body at competitions, to know whether I am too wired or too flat. 
         

___  9.   I can control my breathing to regulate my energy level. 
        

___  10. I am aware of my “hot buttons” that can raise my arousal level. 
  

___  Total  (add up your answers) 
 
 
If your total score added up to:   
 
15-20:    You are highly skilled at arousal regulation, and control your arousal level well. This section should 
be a review for you, with perhaps some new skills to try. 
 
8-14:    Keep working at it.  You’re on the right track, but can still develop better control of your arousal 
regulation skills. 
 
0-7:    You need to add some skills!  Energy management is not currently one of your strengths. You should 
learn a great deal from this section. 
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